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Android google map api draw route

Last night Google rewarded us with a new version of its maps app. The update brings a completely new user interface as well as some new detection features. Here's a selection of the best new stuff. See Local Traffic IncidentsIn previous versions of Google Maps, you could see how much traffic was in
certain areas, but not why. This update will result in live traffic event messages. Tap the Traffic item in the sidebar (or view your entire route in navigation) and you'll see places that could find refuge, including construction work, roadblocks, and serious traffic accidents. While navigating, they appear near
your route, not just on them. In this way, you will be aware of any problems if you decide to start your route for a while. Find new locations with explore and Services CardsG/O Media you may get a commissionIf you type the blank search box in Maps, you'll see a number of new maps appear as search
suggestions (and many are on this list). The Explore map works similarly to Local in the old maps, so you can find new places in your region by browsing different categories. The new surface is much brighter, packed to the edge with photos and reviews at a glance. The services card has a similar
function, but a completely different interface. Services is actually a collection of fast connections to things you need to find nearby: gas stations, ATMs, parking lots, hospitals, etc. Tap a category and all the places That Google can find will be overlaid on the map. This view is a little frustrating because you
only see results based on where they are, not how they rank. If you prefer the old way, you can tap Results List to see the locations listed in order. Your search history is more integratedExplore and services are not the only new maps that the search will launch. First of all, you'll get a close from your story
that shows places you've been looking for, just above the area you're looking at. So if you look at the other side of the city and tap the search box, you'll see only places you've searched for in that region. In addition, you can easily edit this search history. In the sidebar, tap Settings, and then select Map
History. Here you can see all the addresses and terms you searched for and remove all addresses. In previous versions of maps, you could see a small selection of your story when you typed on the search box, but Google has much closer to what you're looking for in its products between Now and Maps.
This ability to optimize the places that are really important to you could prove invaluable to improve this automation for you. Home and Work Addresses Are Prominently Featured (and Editable)Work and home addresses have been a big part of Google's picture of you since Google Now was first
introduced. However, they were not always super easy to edit or even navigate. With this update, every time you search for directions, one of the available maps will be Work and home addresses. You can also edit these addresses through the app itself. In the page area, tap Settings, and then select Edit
Home or Work. It's a small thing, but given that Google has dipped this critical information itself in most cases (though, to be fair, with a decent level of accuracy), it's nice to see a simple place to overwrite it if you either change it or Google just does it wrong. Searching for Contacts by NameThis is one of
those features that makes you wonder why it didn't exist before. If you search directly for a contact's name, the address of a contact will be included in the search suggestions. When you submit your search, your friend's location won't be displayed, but a quick tip is removed while you type. Preload cards
with a voice commandThis function is actually a bit of a double-edged sword. On the one hand, preloading cards is not quite the power-user function it once was. You can't manually select a section as usual or manage your cached maps in Den dato. Once it's cached, it's just there. The only way to get rid



of it is to empty all your app data. On the other hand, it might not be easier for average users to enable the feature. As we mentioned earlier, when you view the area you want to save, simply search for okay maps, either by typing or with a voice command, and the entire area will be downloaded. Android:
If you have updated to the latest Google Maps for Android and miss the opportunity to save maps... Read moreShake Your Device to Send FeedbackI can openly admit that shaking a device is my least favorite way to achieve almost anything ever. However, the new Shake to send feedback feature is
perfect. If you're looking for a place on your device and Google gives you some wrong information or sends you on the wrong street, the first thing you're going to do is scream and shake your phone violently. Well, if you do that, you'll get a handy box asking you to tell Google exactly what it's done wrong
and how to fix it. How very accommodating. The new cards will be introduced in the next few weeks. If you're not the patient sorter, you can download the APK directly, but remember that this is an unofficial mirror and may not be optimized for your device. There is one feature that is sorely lacking in
Google Maps: a speedometer that warns you when you exceed the speed limit. A feature that was present on most dedicated GPS systems, and even on rival apps such as a speedometer can be a lifesaver if you are an inexperienced driver or unsure about the speed limits. Fortunately, a clever
workaround now brings a speedometer to the Google Maps application. It works through a third-party app - the Velociraptor Map Speed Limit - that displays a notification about the running Google Maps app that shows you the speed limit for a specific area. In the settings of this neat third-party app, you
can use the measurement units you want to use, as well as the speed threshold you want to use, Receive alerts. It's not the most elegant solution, but until Google finds a native, it's as good as it gets. Download Velociraptor - Map Speed Limit on Google Play Store SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER!
For most commuters, Google Maps was a god send because it made navigation really easy. People who commute a lot always turn to Google Maps and the company constantly updates its features. Here are some useful tips and tricks for Google Maps.More videos from Mark Anderson Google Maps has
long been one of the most comprehensive online map applications and is a very popular tool for tasks such as directions and finding local attractions. While most users understand the basic features of Google Maps, some additional features have been introduced through My Maps, a customization and
personalization tool released in 2007. New features introduced with My Maps include the Line Tool, which allows users to draw and save lines directly to Google Maps to send to others. Navigate to Google Maps and sign in to your Google Account. You need an account to access My Cards. If you don't
have an account, you can register for free to get one. On the left side of the map, click the My Cards link to open the customized map creation menus. Then click the Create New Map button. Create a title and add a description for your map in the fields on the left menu. Select whether to make the card
public or private, and select the check box accordingly. Click the Line tool, which is indicated by a zigzag line icon in the upper-left corner of the map. Click a point on the map to start drawing your lines. You can click further to add more points to the line. Double-click a point on the map to exit the line
creation tool. Marianna Massey Sure, you can get directions from Google Maps, but there's so much more you can do with it. Record your Google Maps on the max screen capture Some of it depends on the area, but you can drive on foot, by car, by bike and by public transport for big cities and selected
places. Also abroad. If this is available in your region, a drop-down list of choices appears under the Location and Destination field. Choose car, walk, cycling or public transport, and the directions are adapted for you. You can create your own map. You don't need any programming skills to do this. You
can add flags, shapes, and other objects and make your map public or just share with friends. Are you hosting a birthday party in the park? Why not make sure your guests really find out how to get the right picnic shelter. If you click on the link text at the top right of a Google Map, you'll get the URL that
you can use as a link to your map. Directly below you will receive the code that allows you to embed a card in any website that accepts embedding tags. (Basically, if you can embed a YouTube video on this page, you can Just copy this code and paste it in, and you'll have a nice, professional-looking
card on your page or blog. Google Maps allows programmers to bind to Google Maps and combine it with other data sources. This means that you can see some interesting and unusual maps. This requires a little technical skill, but not a whole programming degree. This map receives real-time reports on
celebrity sightings and shows the location on Google Maps. A sci-fi twist of this idea is the Doctor Who Locations map, which shows areas where the BBC TV series is filmed. Another map shows where U.S. ZIP Codes are, or you can figure out what the impact of a nuclear explosion would be. Google
Maps for Mobile can tell you roughly where you are from your phone, even if you don't have gps. Laptops and tablets are usually pretty good at doing this, too. Google has put together a video explaining how it works. You need a phone with a data plan to access Google Maps for Mobile, but it's a nice
advantage to have a Se plan. Do you know that you have to avoid a construction area or a toll area, or do you want to take a longer route to see something along the way? Change your route by dragging the path around. You don't want too much of a heavy hand when you do this, or you end up with a lot
of weird curves in your way, but it's a very handy feature. Depending on the city, you can view traffic conditions when you view Google Maps. Combine this with the ability to create an alternative route, and you can navigate the toughest congestion. Just don't try to do this while you're driving. Ok, this may
not be news for you now, but did you know that there is no need to actually enter your instructions into an Android phone? Simply press the microphone button in the Google Search widget, and you can use voice commands to get your phone to give you instructions. My favorite approach is simply to say:
Navigate to [name of place, city, state] Your results depend on how well Google is trained for your voice and how exotic the name of your location is. If Google says it wrong, if it gives you navigation instructions, your phone will probably have a hard time understanding you. You may need to enter or select
a possible list. This is an activity that is best performed on the roadside or by your co-pilot. Google has introduced a map feature called Latitude that lets you share your location with selected friends. You can update your location manually or automatically and switch Latitude to phones or Use. This is
pretty old hat now that everyone checks in anywhere in Foursquare, but Latitude lets you do it without thinking about it or getting incentivized with badges (they'll send you an email to remind you that it's turned on). You can also look back and look at your history. It's quite a lot of fun after you've been to a
conference in another city. Is your house in the wrong place on the map? Do you know that the entrance to the store is on the other side of the block? Has the record Move? You can edit it. You can't edit every location and you can't move things too far from their original location. Your edits display your
profile name to avoid misuse. Abuse.
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